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CARAS Training’s “Coach Training” Overview
“Small Win Coaching” is our proven method for developing individuals. Every coaching session results in the improvement of 1-2 small
observable behaviors. Instead of giving the same or similar feedback week after week, which is common in contact centers, coaches build
teams of top performers.
“Small Win Coaching” Training typically involves 3-6 partial days in a classroom with coaching skill practice activities in between. Our clients
report dramatic improvements in employee engagement, staff retention, customer satisfaction, NPS, and quality scores.
At Caras Training, we believe that great coaches:
1. Walk the talk. This means they must be trained to demonstrate the skills they are coaching people on.
2. Observe without bias. This means they must be trained to identify behaviors that meet your standards and behaviors that need improvement.
3. Give feedback that bonds them with staff & improves performance, at the same time. This means they must be trained to use effective
positive and corrective feedback methodology that is specific, concrete, actionable, and kind.
4. Teach new skills as your company standards change. This means they must be trained to facilitate learning meetings.
5. Motivate, reward & inspire. This means they must be trained on best practices for using their empowerments, time and tools to improve
engagement and performance, concurrently.

Our Services
At Caras Training, we highly customize interactive training to make sure your coaches are prepared for the challenges of your real world.
At the end of each classroom experience, your Supervisors, Team Leaders and Managers know exactly what to do and say to perform as
Developmental Coaches using your standards and tools.
We provide many training options including Instructor-Led, Interactive eLearning, Webinars, Team Meeting Activities, Coaching and Feedback
Initiatives, and Trainer Training Programs.
On the next pages you will see our fundamental “Small Win Coaching” content. Our client programs typically include these key learning
points as they apply to your culture, customers, products and services.
Most importantly, we are flexible and easy to work with. Our goal is to support the business needs of Training Departments and Operations by
delivering what you want and need within the budget that makes sense for you.
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“Small Win Coaching” Highly Customized Skill Development Programs
COMPETENCIES DEFINED

1 - What Is A “Small Win”?
Coaches identify a specific,
observable behavior that needs
improvement
(Step 1)
Coaches conduct 10-minute
coaching conversations that cause
the needed behavioral change
(Step 2)
Coaches observe again for the
behavioral change within 24 hours
(Step 3)
Coaches reward each success with
positive feedback that matters
(Step 4)

Caras Training

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH
There are many mistaken beliefs about monitoring and coaching. Supervisors who have been taught
to review entire calls or cases and give feedback on everything have become accustomed to
repeating the same critiques month after month with little improvement. Who has time for that old
model anymore?
They need activities that help them understand and practice:
 Identifying a single behavior or skill that a front line team member can understand and correct
right now
 Conducting an effective, honest discussion about the needed improvement including role-play
and the creation of job aids
 Taking the time to observe the individual right after coaching and helping him/her work on this
one skill until success is achieved today
 Responding to the successful behavioral change with positive feedback that helps the new skill
to stick
 Using the 4-step “Small Win Coaching Cycle” to create behavioral change in 1 day
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH

2 – What Great
Coaches Do

Managers or Supervisors may see “coaching” as a single task in a long list of to-do’s. We know that
effective coaching involves a 6 key tasks or roles. It begins with becoming the trusted partner who
intends to help each individual grow and succeed.

Become “My Coach”, the one
that is always remembered
as a partner and a leader

Your coaches need activities that help them understand and practice all of the tasks or roles coaches
take including:

Master a series of actions that
must be taken in order to
develop others
Great coaches act as partners,
role models, observers,
advisers, teachers, and
motivators

 Identifying the qualities and behaviors that make someone “My Coach”, the coach that team
members remember forever as the leader who taught them to succeed
 Acting as a role model when talking with external customers and internal customers.
 Observing performance objectively without bias based on a team member’s personality or past
relationships.
 Giving feedback that either reinforces a skill that has been mastered, or changes behavior.
 Teaching new skills to the whole team or a small group
 Rewarding and motivating individuals

3 – The Role Model
Show you know how to meet
company standards for every
aspect of the front line team
member’s job
Use key behaviors consistently
all the time, every time
Be a promoter of company
standards

Caras Training

One of the most common disconnects we see in contact center and retail environments happens when
leaders fail to live up to the standards that front line staff is expected to meet. Supervisors may use
sarcasm or teasing on the job. Or, they ask for help without using courtesy words. Or, they treat folks from
other departments in a way that would never be acceptable when talking with customers. Or, they fail
to adapt to a new standard procedure because they haven’t taken the time to learn it yet.
They need activities that help them understand and practice:
 Using customer interaction standards with both internal customers (team members and colleagues
from other departments) and external customers
 Creating “active role model” situations that demonstrate corporate standards
 Showing their leadership
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COMPETENCIES DEFINED

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH

4 – The Observer

New and experienced supervisors can struggle with observation. Friendships and past experience with
team members can get in the way of seeing and judging performance.

Watch and listen to
team members at work

They need activities that help them understand and practice:

Compare team members’
behavior to company standards
and find opportunities to
reinforce excellence or help
create excellence
Avoid common biases that
can cloud judgment
Overcome challenges to
observation including time,
relationships, and any team
member’s resistance

Caras Training

 Looking for and listening for your company’s standards during customer and prospect
interactions
 Comparing individual behavior to your company’s expected or targeted behavior
 Tactics for separating personal relationships from the observation in order to see clearly
 Identifying examples of excellence in your environment (behavior to be reinforced)
 Identifying examples of “needs improvement behavior” (developmental opportunities)
 Overcoming common challenges
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WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH
Supervisors who have been taught to follow positive feedback with corrective feedback have not
been creating behavioral change as quickly or as effectively as they had hoped for. Mixing messages
is confusing. It breaks trust. In The Adviser Role, coaches learn to give effective feedback using
models that get quick results.

5 – The Adviser
Turn observations into
constructive feedback
Conduct brief, effective
coaching interactions that
create immediate improvement
Reinforce behavior that
must continue
Develop skills that do not yet
meet company standards
Handling adverse reactions to
feedback

They need activities that help them understand and practice:
 Identifying the right feedback to give at the right time and the right place
 Using a highly effective model for reinforcing excellence
 Using a highly effective, interactive, conversational coaching model for corrective feedback
that changes behavior
 Using feedback as part of the “Small Win Coaching Cycle” that creates behavioral change in
1 day
 Handling adverse reactions to feedback in order to advance the bond between team member
and coach
Most coaches will take the time to show team members what to do. Sometimes that is enough, and
sometimes it is not. Frustration can build when team members misunderstand or fail to adapt to what
they have been shown. Disconnects can happen. Good people can become disengaged and then
lost. It is up to your coaches to aid in skill development.

6 – The Teacher
Identify situations where
training is needed
Deliver small group or individual
training with effective exercises
that create permanent learning

They need activities that help them understand and practice:
 Diagnosing a skill gap
 Identifying an existing learning activity (pre-written in a coaching toolkit, or developed by the
coach)
 Conducting the learning activity with an individual or small group
 Observing for what was just taught and giving feedback when new behaviors are demonstrated
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7 – The Inspiring Visionary
Helps team members catch a
vision of success
Creates and uses rewards that
have meaning to the
individual team members
Keeps morale high even when
serious challenges arise
Hold team members accountable
for meeting company standards

WHY TRAINING IS NEEDED & WHAT TO TEACH
Inspiration and motivation are essential. Yet, many coaches are so busy with metrics and problemsolving that they miss the opportunities to take their teams to higher levels of success. No matter what
your company offers for rewards (even if nothing is offered), your coaches must know how to celebrate
success in ways that have meaning to your team members.
They need activities that help them understand and practice:
 Setting goals that lead to rewards (most rewards cost $0)
 Creating a plan to help each team member achieve the rewards
 Presenting the plan in an inspiring way that helps team members get on-board to start succeeding
 Handling challenges to the plan that could re-rail the team’s success
 Adapting to your company’s challenges and changes, when needed

Respond to challenges and
not let the team fail

8 – Coaching to Your
Standards
Create a plan for team
improvement with specific goals,
actions and milestones
Identify individuals whose behavior
threatens the team’s success and
taking appropriate action
Conduct coaching sessions that
create excellence in your real
world
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Every coach should have a plan for developing his or her people. One-by-one, these people should
form into a successful team of pros. Yet, most coaches lack the time and/or the tools for creating a
coaching program that achieves measurable results. At Caras Training, our mission is to correct this
problem as part of “Small Win Coaching”.
They need activities that help them understand and practice:
 Organizing their time and actions so that team development is a priority
 Creating a practical game plan for helping each team member overcome challenges and improve
 Identifying team members whose behavior threatens to cause the team to fail and taking
appropriate action based on your company’s policies
 Conducting easy and difficult coaching conversations with team members
 Working a plan to achieve measurable success by a deadline
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